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Abstract: Data structures play a significant role in information retrieval usually only the speed and memory
consumption are considered. In storing and retrieval sequential, tree based, direct or indexed data structures are
mostly used. However they are efficient for some kind of queries, while for other queries they are quite inefficient.
Data structures are mostly oriented to textual data, while geometrical data are not often considered. Textual data can
be formed by very long strings (the longest word has 189 819 characters - the largest protein – titin; the longest word
used in printed text has been 1 909 characters), while geometrical data have “unlimited” interval values (mostly a
floating point representation is used) by definition.
We will present selected fundamental data structures and their modifications. We will introduce a new data
classification and newly developed data structures convenient for storing and retrieval of both basic data types textual
and geometrical as well.
We will present a unifying approach, i.e. for textual and geometrical data, leading to development of new data
structures for processing of geometrical and textual large data sets convenient for distributed processing as well. The
proposed data structures have been extensively tested for textual and geometrical large data sets and experimental
result will be presented.
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